
Tantra Yoga    Secret Path to Bliss 
 

By Arthur Cronos 

 
 
 
 

If there's no time for the things you 
love, then do the things you love 

exist anywhere in time? 
 

If they don't exist anywhere in time, 
then are you having any things you 

love in your life? 
 

If not, why not change time? 
 

— Richard French 
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Introduction to Relationship 

[this introduction adapted from an article by Dawn Beck and Gerald Gatz, Certified Trntra Educators, 
called “Relationship – The Good, the Bad … and the Beautiful, adapted and reprinted from 
http://tantrayogaonline.com.] 

 

Love Buried Under  Life 

 
With the divorce rate in the US currently between 40 – 50% and so many couples living  in a state of 
coexistence with a tremendous lack of sexual, playful, intimate, and/or spiritual connection, we can feel 
that the pressures of  being in a committed relationship is less than ideal.  
 
For many couples, there is so much pressure to keep house, raise children, make money, keep up with 
activities that involve friends, other family members, and self care, that the core relationship is what ends 
up suffering.  That relationship takes the back seat to all the other ‘more important’ obligations and 
responsibilities.   
 
The couple who started out so attracted to one another…. so in touch with their common dreams and 
desires …. and so in love …. are now sharing in the ‘work’ of life, and missing out in the ‘pleasure’ of life 
together. 
 

Losing the Juice 

 
As Certified Tantric Educators, we I are contacted often by a couple who has ‘lost the juice’.  
 
Sometimes it’s the man.  Sometimes it’s the woman.  Sometimes it’s both.  They seek answers to 
questions like: 
 

• “How can we bring the passion back into our lives”?   
• “Why doesn’t my wife want to have sex with me”?   
• “Where is the intimacy in our relationship”?   
• “How can my partner and I go deeper”?  
• “Why am I bored with just having sex”? 

 
To answer these and other questions, we encourage a couple to explore Tantra and Sacred Sexuality.  
[Editor’s Note – Tantra Yoga may be the best place to find an answer to the Third Question of Love – 
“How to keep Love Alive?”] 
 
We encourage these couples from a place of not only being Certified Tantric Educators, but from a place 
of being a couple for over 12 years who have all the challenges that most couples have.  We have 2 kids, 
20 and 24, who we have been through raising together since they were 8 and 12, and who, though don’t 
live with us now, still depend on us for partial financial and continued emotional support.   
 
We both work hard in our busy lives,  running a joint business  and our own businesses, have a mortgage 
and other financial obligations, needing time for ourselves, have some of the same and some different 
interests, and….probably the most challenging of all…..live together!   
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When I say that living together is the biggest challenge, I don’t mean that we don’t enjoy living together or 
that we don’t actually do that very well.   
 
We do.  What I mean is that when a couple lives together, ALL their stuff is out ALL the time.  Emotional 
stuff.  Physical stuff. Quirky stuff. Sex stuff.  ALL of it!  The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly!   
 
And, with all of that stuff on the surface, it is sometimes challenging to keep sight of the initial reasons for 
the coming together. Easy to take each other for granted.  Easy to allow the every day grind to become 
more important than the relationship.  And…easy to not feel the initial sexual charge that was there at the 
very beginning. 
 

Honoring the Relationship 

 
Because we are a couple who deeply honors our relationship by practicing what we preach, we love 
sharing with couples ways to bring more passion, intimacy, connection, love, and sexual fulfillment into 
their lives.   
 
We encourage couples, through our private session work and workshops to set Tantric dates with each 
other, to give each other compliments and not take each other or the relationship for granted, to do 
special little things for each other, to  honor each other’s differences and similarities and find the joy in 
both, to spend time and energy creating surprises for each other to keep their love and lives fresh and 
vibrant, to add sacred sexual healing into their loving, to not focus on who is right or wrong, but to focus 
on the importance of their partnership, to take time away from each other when needed as to not build up 
resentment, and to communicate with respect and consideration, treating each other as they desire to be 
treated. 
 
The couples that we work with learn so much from us, because we set an example of what is possible.   
 
And, we learn so much from working with couples, because it reminds us of what the challenges are and 
what we have to keep committing to in our own relationship to keep it growing and deepening.   
 
With learning in both directions, we feel that we are blessed to have the opportunity to share our love, not 
only with each other, but to inspire couples around us in knowing that we live with many of the same 
challenges in relationship that they do, but so enjoy and grow in our relationship by committing to the 
intention of practicing loving each other with open communication, incorporating Tantric dates, keeping a 
sense of humor, and staying present to our own as well as each other’s needs, growth, changes, and 
love. With some of these simple reminders, we realize that so much beauty and depth is possible in the 
realm of being a couple. 
 
Do you feel that there may be more to love than you are experiencing?  
 
Are you ready to deepen your relationship together …to enjoy more pleasure and create more 
connection?   
 
If so, then we recommend that you explore the pathway of Tantric Loving, to become a conscious lover, 
celebrating the energy that brought you together in the first place. Singles, you might as well learn about 
this, because soon you will have a lover, and why not be prepared? 
 
As a practical matter, you’ll learn to – 
 
    * Deepen the intimacy and connection in your relationship 
    * Love your partner with more intention of healing and enlivening 
    * Awaken orgasmic pleasure in ways you’ve only dreamed about 
    * Create a sexual relationship that honors your love and commitment 
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    * Banish boredom from the bedroom and enjoy each other in a renewed way 
    * Learn ejaculatory choice… to increase sexual pleasure, health and vitality 
    * Bring more love, passion and joy into your life! 
 
And as a spiritual path, you’ll find a new way to meditate with your beloved, in a state of ecstasy, to ignite 
the fiery furnace of human love, and turn that deeper connection into something brilliant and divine. 
 
In the western world, the time is right for a return to some older values, which serve as a shining reminder 
of something basic … beneath the glitz and glamour of modern life, we human creatures find something 
wonderful and splendid about returning to love, returning to the living God of the Universe expressing 
Itself within the divine perfection of what love (and sex) can be between two conscious lovers. 
 
Welcome to the Tantric Path … 
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The Three Questions of Love 

 
All my life I have been fascinated (obsessed, astounded) by two things.  
 
One is Romance.  
 
And the other is Mind and how we can change and restructure our experience of life and living.  
 
Of these two, Romance always seemed the more mysterious. And it still does!  
 
But, along the way, I have been extremely fortunate, because answers have been shown to me. Although 
I’ve made my own original contributions to how to go about creating a wonderful love life, these ideas 
have always been based upon something that just came to me. 
 
After all this time, it seems clear to me at least, that there are really only three Questions of Love …  
 

1) How do you Find Love? 
 
As a young man, in spite of being fascinated by love and romance, I was perhaps the world’s worst 
Romeo. I was shy, backward, clumsy, tongue-tied, and generally incompetent. 
 
But at age 26, sitting in a coffee shop I was musing and realized that I knew pretty much nothing about 
how to meet women. (And of course, for a young heterosexual man, love is to be found in a woman, a 
lover, a sweetheart, and therefore the first step is: how to find a woman?) 
 
And this seemed odd, as I thought about it, for I’d learned many things in my life up to that date. But I 
realized to my surprise, that I’d never actually thought about how to go about *learning* how to meet 
women. 
 
And immediately I had an epiphany, and thought of a way to go about the project completely backwards 
to the usual way. This was based upon a concept I’d learned some years before, called “Havingness,” 
which is essentially one’s innate “level of familiar expectation.” I won’t describe it here, because it’s 
described fully, with my complete method in “Ladies – How to Find Your Guy” and “The Sweetheart 
Report” 
 
But when I tried my weird new approach, it worked like gangbusters! 
 
I told my buddies about it. They tried it. It worked. 
 
I told my women friends about it. They tried it. It worked. 
 
I told my gay friends, and my lesbian friends about it. They tried it. It worked. 
 
Hallelujah! 
 
 

2) How do you Get Along? 
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When I was 50, a chiropractor named Michael Curtin in Marin county, in a men’s group, said two short 
sentences, about how men and women basically want different things. 
 
It transformed my understanding of how to go about getting along with women. I’m not 100% perfect, but 
it sure was a thousand percent improvement over my old methods! 
 
Since then I’ve found other relationship gurus that have expanded my understanding, and I coach men 
and women effectively about how to get along better. But I owe it all to those two sentences that Dr. 
Michael Curtin said on that evening, as we sat in folding chairs, talking about women. 
 
 

3) How do you Make Love Last? 
 
Many years ago, I was married, and it lasted about three years. 
 
After a time, I had a 20-year relationship with another woman. 
 
And in each case, I watched love grow, and then I watched love (and desire) fade. And I tried everything I 
knew how to do, to change it, and I couldn’t stop it fading away. 
 
I now believe that had I known about Tantra Yoga, and how it can enable you to intentionally recreate the 
excitement, desire, and intimacy of when you first fall in love … I believe in my heart that I could have 
done better by those women, and perhaps we’d still be together even today. 
 
But with the best of intentions, those relationships faded. And that’s as it was, as life flowered and 
unfolded, and maybe it’s for the best. 
 
But now I have learned about Tantra Yoga, and I’ve experienced the life-transforming effect upon my own 
existence, and heard first-hand of hundreds of transformations in the lives of other men and women, of all 
ages, all occupations, singles, couples. 
 
I think that Tantra Yoga provides an answer to the question: “How do you make love last?” 
 
And to this generous Universe which brings these lovely truths, from the bottom of my heart, I feel 
grateful. 
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About Charles Muir and the Source School of Tantra Yoga 

[A message from Arthur Cronos, from http://beinghappytoday.com, the Clarity and Focus Group, 
in Mount Shasta, California] 

 
Many years ago, I had the good fortune to attend a tantric yoga seminar hosted by my good friends Stan 
Russell and Deborah Roberts. I thought it was great, and that was lovely and delightful, but unfortunately 
my existing relationship was on the rocks, and then I didn’t have a partner and … 
 
Somehow with the ups and downs of the time, I managed to forget all about it. 
 
And then, many years later, a woman of my acquaintance mentioned “Tantra Yoga Seminar with Charles 
Muir.” 
 
You know how sometimes words out of the mouth of a stranger or a friend just strike you right between 
the eyes? 
 
It was like that. This single sentence was like a seed cast upon the fertile ground of my mind, and within 
24 hours I had decided to sign up for Charles Muir’s “Tantra Beginner’s Weekend Workshop.” And at the 
same time I signed up for the first level of his advanced Certified Tantra Educator training. 
 
In for a penny, in for a pound. 
 
If you want to hear my startling experience upon attending the Tantra Beginner’s Weekend Workshop, 
you can read the complete, revealing story (“Enter Tantra Yoga”) in my personal weblog, the Adventures 
of Bloggard, at http://www.bloggard.com/blog//item/649 
 
I was knocked out. Flabberghasted. Astounded. 
 
And delighted. 
 
It was a life-transforming experience for me. 
 
And so I’ve continued my path, and am nearing my own certification as a Tantra Yoga Educator. 
 

What I Learned about SourceTantra School 

 
Source School of Tantra appears to be the foremost western school of this ancient Indian art form. Their 
unique style of Tantra is called Tantra:The Art of Conscious Loving®. Through their book, audio and 
video programs, television and radio appearances and seminars, Charles Muir and Carolyn Muir have 
brought Tantra to more Americans than any other teacher over the last 32 years. 
 

"...Even before Margot Anand's ascent to the bestseller list made Tantra a household 
word, other writers and workshop leaders had been mining Eastern sexual and spiritual 
techniques and blending them with elements of Western sexology, psychotherapy and 
New Age self-transformational techniques. One of the first of these, is Charles Muir." – 
Yoga Journal 

 
Recognized by the media as "Tantric Sex Experts" and "the Parents of the Tantra Renaissance in 
America", they have appeared on many television and radio talk shows.  
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In 1995, Elle Magazine reported that Hollywood has discovered Tantra. Stars such as Woody Harrelson, 
Sting and LA Law Stars, Jill Eikenberry and Michael Tucker are practitioners. 
 
 

Charles Muir 

 
Charles Muir is considered by many to be the originator and Pioneer of the Modern Tantra Movement in 
the United States.  
 

In 1980, he originated the Tantra: The Art of Conscious Loving® 
format, Sacred Spot Massage, and many other inventive experiential 
exercises, which have become the cornerstones in the curriculum of 
most Tantra educators.  
 
In addition to Red Tantra practices – practices with a partner -- 
Charles teaches a powerful method of White Tantra, or Laya Yoga, 
which is the grandfather of Hatha Yoga, with extended holds, 
meditation, and chakra focus. Its gentle-on-the-body approach is 
relaxing and revitalizing, and awakens consciousness quickly. 
 
Charles has authored two Tantra books, two Tantra Training DVDs, 
three White Tantra CDs, and five Red Tantra CDs.  
 
His work has been featured in over fifty media articles, numerous 
radio and television appearances (most recently on Oprah), and two 
Hollywood feature movies, Bliss and The Best Ever.  
 
He is currently working on several new books in his Tantra: The Art of 
Conscious Loving series; the newest is Sacred Sexual Awakenings, 

which is a comprehensive compilation of over five hundred testimonials and case histories of lives 
transformed through attending his seminars. 
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The Secret Path to Bliss – an Interview with Charles Muir 

 
[in this personal interview, Charles Muir is interviewed by Kute Blackson, whose website is to be 
found at http://kuteblackson.com] 
 

An “Authentic Man”? 

 
Kute: What does it mean to you to be an “authentic” man? 
 
Charles: For me, it means to become balanced, and easy in both my Yin and Yang energy. To be able to 
be both strong and gentle at the same time. To own my feelings fully but not let them run me. To live the 
truth as I understand it, to the best of my ability. I believe that every one of us as young boys is balanced 
in our Yin and Yang. 
 
Kute: Are you saying that we are born this way? 
 
Charles: I think we come in with the feeling and the mental sides pretty much in balance but we are 
quickly conditioned that boys shouldn’t feel, or shouldn’t cry. So we get out of balance and it ultimately 
prevents us from feeling deeply, emotionally loved because you can’t numb one side of the emotional 
system without affecting the other side of it. I think the last ritual for a man of coming, into his manhood, is 
to be able to reacquire his ability to feel deeply. 
 
Kute: How would a man go about reacquiring his ability to feel deeply? 
 
Charles: The first step is to recognize that feelings aren’t bad, and to know that feelings won’t kill you, but 
suppressing them will. The second thing is to take a look at the activities that we participate in as men, 
which are mostly Yang, and competitive. Take a look to see if you do anything Yin for yourself. My 
biggest recommendation is, for a man to meditate, because it brings the left and right hemisphere into 
balance, which brings the Yin and Yang energy into balance. So as a first step some sort of meditation or 
yoga practice gives one a way to nurture oneself. 
 

How is Tantra Different from Sex? 

 
Kute: I am beginning to open up to Tantra, which you have been teaching for many years now. Could you 
share a bit about what Tantra is and how it is different from sex? 
 
Charles: Every animal species knows how to have sex, but sexual love is different from just sex. Sexual 
love addresses the entire person, physically, mentally, emotionally, energetically, and even spiritually. It is 
an art form in which we are not born naturally good at. In ancient India it was studied as the most sacred 
of the 64 arts that every cultured person should learn. Never in the West have we looked at sex in that 
way. “How can I be the best that I can be at sex for both my woman and myself? Can I take it to new 
levels that poets spend their whole lives trying to describe? Will I go beyond pleasure into intense and 
ecstatic pleasure that truly fulfills me and leaves me feeling, deeply, emotionally loved.” We are really 
talking about 21st century lovers. 
 
Kute: What is a 21st century lover? 
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Charles: Quite unknowingly, most of us sit on top of a mountain of conditioning, which pretty much stems 
from our great-grand parents conditioning, Victorian in nature. Even though we are thirty-five years or so 
from the sexual revolution, there is still a lot of fear, guilt and shame. Even as we grow older and we don’t 
let that fear, guilt or shame run us, the conditioning is still there. It holds us back from exploring all of the 
beauty, the energy, the passion, and the union that God made that sacrament to be. It was God that 
created sex, and men and women have screwed it up. 21st century lovers have to learn the art form of 
sexual love and through that, end the battle of the sexes. This way we can live in harmony with our 
women, we can understand and value the differences between men and women, and live in happy union. 
 

How Does it Go Wrong Between Men and Women? 

 
Kute: What are some of the fundamental things that you feel men need to know about relating and being 
with women, that we are not traditionally taught in school, or our culture? 
 
Charles: If you take a look, our parents are our original guru’s in relationship and sex, which will screw up 
anyone! Firstly, are not born naturally good at relating. Secondly, communication is an art form and 
talking to a woman is very different from communicating with a woman. 
 
Kute: What’s the difference? 
 
Charles: A woman can switch back and forth between her left and right brain and tell her man her 
feelings. Whereas a man, unless he trains himself other wise, is stuck in his left-brain. He will hear a 
woman’s feelings and rather than address them which is what she needs, he will take her words logically 
and either defend his position, prove to her she shouldn’t feel that way, or that historically what she said is 
incorrect. “ I didn’t say that. I said this.” It leaves the woman feeling unheard and the man frustrated 
because now he feels that his woman is crazy, and not logical. We could eliminate 95% of disconnects 
with women if we could understand that when she uses the word “I feel,” that is a big red flag, and we 
have to simply be there for her feelings, rather than become Johnny Cochran the lawyer, or try to make 
her feelings get better. 
 
Kute: I often find myself trying to fix women, which does not work too well! You are saying, just being 
there, for my woman and listen without doing anything? 
 
Charles: Yes, while giving her a sense that you have heard her. The best way to do that is simply to listen 
and repeat what she says. Equally important is to have some compassion, and empathy. 
 
Kute: Sometimes, in the heat of the moment I feel so disconnected from any sense of compassion 
because my woman really does not seem to be making any sense at all! And then when her emotions 
begin coming at me, it feels like an attack, I get triggered, my defense mechanisms come up, and I shut 
down. I just want to get away in those moments. 
 
Charles: Those are the typical response patterns, but then we have ended communication. It becomes a 
matter of, if she is having a feeling and it’s historically incorrect, or she is discharging her feelings at you, 
which is a terrible thing to have to go through, do we have to give up our peace and let her win? Or can 
we just say “Oh, she is in her feelings I don’t have to loose it, this is my beloved how can I be here for 
her?” If we can pay attention to the “red flag” and do that a few times, we get conditioned and then we are 
not in our old pattern. We can enter into a new pattern, of “Oh my beloved is stuck again, she has been 
locked out of her wonderful logical mind that I love and her wonderful loving self isn’t there and she is 
being Kali. She is expressing the bitch, and if I can look at her being the bitch and remember that this is 
still my beloved, the one who loved my pants of last night, how do I want to respond?” 
 
Now if it’s a business arrangement with another guy, we have techniques and we know how to negotiate 
and do all that stuff but with women, we tend to be stuck in the old patterns, the mom/dad patterns. So 
there is this little bit of conditioning, and it’s a great strength for the man to not be thrown off any more. 
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Women’s Needs and Energy 

 
Kute: That is a very empowering place to be. 
 
Charles: Indeed. Also, I think it is important to know what a woman’s needs are, especially around sex. 
How to approach her, how to build up the energy gently, how to follow her energy sometimes, and how to 
move that energy into realms that, once the woman’s energy is awakened, they are far more sexual than 
we are. Their capacity for love, orgasm and pleasure is much greater than ours. 
 
Kute: In our culture it is portrayed as the opposite, that men tend to be the more sexual ones. 
 
Charles: This is true initially because when the man awakens sexually, at fourteen or so, the chakra 
explodes into consciousness and awakening and we are quite obsessed and possessed by it. One tantra 
writing says “A man has two heads but only enough blood to run one of them at a time.” 
 
Women as they mature, become more orgasmic and more sexual, unless they have been shut down or 
emotionally scarred. So men need to learn techniques of sexual healing, as well as being a sexual lover. 
There are skills that can bring about sexual wholeness, which we have taught some 20,000 people 
personally, in this art form, and we see this as true. 
 
If a woman learns the skills young, her orgasmic potential as she ages is awesome. However, a woman 
usually has to obtain this ability, if not with clitoral orgasm, then with vaginal orgasms. There are two 
different types and a hundred varieties of each. There are octaves upon octaves of higher orgasms, more 
powerful, more dramatic, more beautiful, more transformative, and more transcendent, than most men 
could ever imagine. 
 

Expanding Male Orgasm 

 
Another important thing for a man to learn is that they can learn to separate orgasm from ejaculation. 
Orgasm is the movement of their sexual energy, which is quite pleasurable, whereas ejaculation is the 
movement of that energy down and out, and the man usually ends up tired. When a man is young he is 
not so tired, he can get it up again because the chakra is so fresh, the battery hasn’t been discharging for 
20, 30, or 40 years. But as a man gets older it is important for him to learn how to separate orgasm and 
ejaculation. He doesn’t need to ejaculate or orgasm every time he makes love. This is the creative energy 
that can be used in every part of your life and it is sometimes great to end lovemaking full. If nothing else, 
that allows you to make love again in an hour if you want to, but it also helps you in writing the next book 
chapter! 
 
Kute: Yes, it is life giving creative energy. It is a huge shift to separate ejaculation from orgasm. Exactly 
how do I do this? 
 
Charles: Biologically, when orgasm begins to happen, it’s much like an ocean wave. It builds to a peak 
and then very quickly breaks, approximately 5 seconds. That is not a lot of ecstatic pleasure. If you take a 
look at the average male married two years, he makes love 2.34 times a week statistically, multiply that 
by 5 seconds in 52 weeks, you get about 600 seconds per year… 
 
Kute: Is that all?!? 
 
Charles: Ten minutes of ecstasy a year! As a man versed in this art form, he can experience that every 
time he makes love and more. In those 5 seconds here is what usually happens. After approximately 2-
2.5 seconds of orgasm the man reaches “the point of ejaculatory inevitability” and those pumping 
contractions starts to happen, and the sperm is lost. More importantly the energetic analogous of the 
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sperm is lost and the man’s life force/creative energy drops. Now the battery needs to recharge and that 
process gets slower and slower as you age. 
 
As a young man, there is no warning period. It is like “Oh God I’m going to come and I wish took I my 
pants off!” As you get a little older and you start getting that feeling “Oh, I could come soon.” and you do 
whatever you can to fulfill that women in that time, or you just go unconscious, or go into overdrive and 
you have your orgasm, and your ejaculation. It is that point of “I’m going to come soon” where the most 
energy and pleasure can be experienced, tapped and assimilated into one body. That period can be 
dramatically expansive. “ I’m going to come soon, I’m going to float in this energy and I’m so erect. I feel 
so much energy, and maybe I’ll just pause from my thrusting and do some techniques of breathing with 
my woman, moving energy, transferring energy back and forth, and moving it up instead of just letting it 
dribble out.” Men become squirters. We get close to coming, we squirt it out, and then we are finished. 
 

Transforming Orgasm 

 
Kute: How do I move that energy up? 
 
Charles: When we are going to ejaculate, the energy comes from every chakra, down to the second 
chakra, because the energy thinks you are going to create life, a baby. It doesn’t know that you are 
jerking off into a dirty sock, for instance. It is the same energy going out. If you let that energy come down 
to the second chakra and you stay in that high arousal and take a little pause, the energy goes back to 
the chakras highly charged, in it’s speed and power and energizes them. That is a wonderful thing to do 3 
or 4 times during lovemaking. Now lovemaking can become quite a relaxed, enjoyable, and non-
pressured experience to share with the woman, that lasts as long as you have time for it. Statistics say 
that the average man goes somewhere between fifty and a hundred thrusts, and he is done. 
 
Kute: And then it’s over? 
 
Charles: Yes, it is over and maybe he gets a second erection, maybe not. He feels happy, and has a 
sense of relief and contentment, because we’ve have never met an orgasm we didn’t like. However, as a 
tantric man who learns the skill of ejaculatory choice, you have the choice when you get closer, things 
you can do to reverse the energy. You can bring it into your body, transfer some of it to the woman and 
absorb some of her energy, which is very nurturing to the male’s energy. The extended orgasm comes 
from learning to stay in that high state of arousal of “I could come soon.” That is a transformative 
experience. I’d rather have one transformative orgasm a week, making love everyday or twice a day if 
time permits and building up that energy. Then have one incredible, body fulfilling, full body orgasm, than 
have the little squirts that men experience as orgasm. 
 

Emptiness and Fullness 

 
Kute: I have begun to feel a real sense of emptiness in terms of sex and ejaculation. Like “ That was nice 
and is that it? There must be more here?” I feel as though ejaculation is becoming less fulfilling. 
 
Charles: Exactly. There is emptiness, and there is fullness. What would you rather have energetically? To 
be a tantra man, to conserve and build up that Yang energy, you get to use it in every aspect in your life 
and it’s a delight to use it sexually. I believe that every man can and preferably should be sexual, 
everyday of his life. The more he is, the more a vital man he will be, but only if he learns these concepts 
of energy. 
 
Kute: You say that the tantric man is about conserving energy, circulating the energy, and choosing 
fullness rather emptiness. However, I often feel a compulsion to ejaculate. How can I let go of this, 
because ejaculation can feel really good too? 
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Charles: It is a little strange at first. Especially as a young man because you get the feeling of “Ahhh! I 
should have ejaculated, I’ve got blue balls now.” After you try it once or twice, you actually experience, 
“Wow, I like the way I feel now, I’m going to mow the lawn, and write the next chapter of my book. I have 
this energy that I don’t have after I ejaculate.” So you have a comparison, then you can evaluate it based 
on experience. 
 
When I teach this to my men in my men’s course, or weekend seminars, with Caroline we break into men 
and women’s groups. Some of the men repeating the course, and are six months along usually say, “ I 
thought it would be impossible but once I tried it I realized I liked it much better”. 
 

Sex and Consciousness 

 
The wisdom of the ancients who made it an art form, knew that it was truly about evolving consciousness. 
If you practice this, you will observe an ever-ascending spiral of more emotional joy, spirit, energy, 
consciousness, harmony and closeness to your woman. When you don’t ejaculate, she is still the most 
important being in the whole world. Right up until you ejaculate, she is the most important being, but after 
you ejaculate it is like, the energetic connection that happens during love making short circuits, and all the 
chakras have to close down like circuit breakers and go on recharge. So the woman looses us 
emotionally and mentally, we are about as conscious as the average cranberry. Our energy goes down 
and our heart also closes down a little. For example, it is like the difference between writing on an old 
typewriter and writing on a super computer. Why would you use your old typewriter any more, when it is 
so much more efficient, fulfilling and you have so many more choices, this new way. 
 
If a man, can start his day with sexual love and not ejaculate, he takes that energy, and that emotional 
connection, into his life. Things that usually upset him do not, because he is full of that energy. He also 
still feels connected to his woman in a way, that had he ejaculated, he would not be. Then he comes 
home and he is still connected. She magnetically feels that, and there might be some more lovemaking! 
 

Single versus Partnered 

 
Kute: How would I cultivate this energy if I were single, and not in a relationship? 
 
Charles: The way I ask men to train, is in “self love,” which is different than jerking off. The goal is 
different, because you are touching yourself not with any guilt, fear or shame, but in the way you would 
touch a woman, consciously, and to give pleasure. We mostly touch ourselves the way that makes us 
come. Which over the years is a terrible thing; because that is the only way then we can get off with 
women. 
 
So I tell men that the best way to learn about this feeling of, “I’m going to come soon” is to pleasure 
themselves. When you reach that point of “I’m going to come soon” you can even go one second into it. 
Then you can use techniques to reverse the energy. There are places where you can press to short 
circuit the energy, and also breathing techniques you can do. Usually if you stop just as you are 
approaching it or even a second into it, you don’t reach ejaculatory inevitability. Once the energy is 
reversed you can begin to self-pleasure again, but the feeling of “I’m going to come soon” has backed up, 
you may not come again for 3, 4, maybe 5 minutes. 
 

Offering to God 

 
Kute: Coming from your Tantric perspective, what does “Success” mean to you today? 
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Charles: I come from a philosophical school of “Karma Yoga,” which means that everything I do, I make 
as an offering, to my God, and all reward and all failure goes to God/Goddess. It gets my ego out of it. 
That is from a philosophical standpoint. 
 
I recognize that I am successful by being number one in my field and receiving worldwide recognition. 
That, by having a best-selling book and other products that do well on the market, like seminars, where 
every weekend or week we teach it, we watch our students transform. There is always a sense of the 
universe rewarding the energy that I put out and that is usually in the form of green energy. Being a 21st 
century yogi, you can’t have the attitude about money of “It is not important,” because it is. I think for most 
men success starts at the base chakra, financial security, and recognition of peers. For me, it is in 
knowing that I have done the best job that I can do, without attachment to success or failure, and that I 
maintain a sense of equanimity. 
 

Three Key Tantric Ideas 

 
Kute: Based on your life experience, what are three key ideas, or principles that you would like to pass 
onto the next generation? 
 
Charles: Study and master the art of love…as part of that, learn and practice some form of meditation and 
breathing exercises. The meditation and the breathing technique will help you in everything that you do. 
You can see it in professional sports; the golfer before he hits a putt, the basketball player before he 
shoots the foul shot, there is breath involved. These are things that we don’t usually study, in the West, 
and they are simple disciplines. 
 
Caring for your body is very important. As young men we tend to take it for granted, because we have a 
certain amount of muscle tone, and are active, but our body will be like our parent’s body in 20 years, 
unless we take care of it. Personally, I do yoga, and now as a man half way through his sixth decade, I go 
to the gym two or three times a week. I do some weight training and aerobic training as well, not taking 
the body for granted, it’s the only body you have. It is the only body you are going to make love with for 
the rest of your life! A lot of people hit fifty and their love life declines. It is over, by the time most men are 
sixty. Now I’ve got students in their eighties that make love twice a day...they are truly living their golden 
years! They are my role models. They are retired, what else do they have to do? 
 

The Evolution of Relationship 

 
Kute: Twice a day is that all! Where do you see relationships going in terms of the next 10, 15, 20 years? 
Also in terms of monogamy, alternative lifestyle and what you see unfolding in terms of men and women 
relating in the new millennium? 
 
Charles: It is definitely two choices. Certainly the simplest one is monogamy, which causes less 
problems, less chaos and allows for certain bonding, that if you spread the energy too far, it just can’t 
happen. So we are advocates of the traditional monogamy lifestyle. Neither Caroline nor I live that and 
haven’t in 17 years of our relationship. We started our relationship when Caroline brought her best 
girlfriend along, saying, “We want to be with you. We want to learn, take care of you and help you bring 
tantra to the world.” So that is not the norm. 
 

Open Marriage and Other Fads 

 
Open relationship as it went on in the 60’s and early 70’s, a lot of the authorities who wrote the books, 
ended up with divorces and in chaos and we had our share of that. There really are not a lot of maps for 
one to do alternative lifestyles. There are increasingly more people, playing with the concept of “If our 
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energy, mine and my beloved, is truly bonded, and united, then sharing with another, from that space will 
not dilute or adulterate that energy. We can share that energy and bring that energy back to our 
relationship.” Now if both partners are willing to do that and have occasional adventures, with someone, 
which might look like, “Oh here is a friend whose heart was broken, let’s share our love with them.” Or “ 
Here is someone who is sexually shut down, let’s do some sexual healing on them.” This could be quite 
fulfilling and not get in the way of relationship. However, a free form, “ Let’s do whatever we want in the 
moment and let it not a problem”, it is rare that people can do that. It is certainly easier for men, because 
we are not so attached emotionally when we make love to a woman. 
 

Monogamy and Polyamory 

 
The key on monogamy versus polyamory - Sharing love with more than just one mate. Firstly, do you 
have a monogamous relationship that is strong? Have that before you start making the two into a three. It 
is hard enough to take the energy of love and merge with one other. The skills to have two lovers and try 
to create union are different and you need to study them and master them a little. Otherwise the dark side 
of multiple relating will come up and whatever issues you and your beloved have will hit you right in the 
face really quickly. Now that will make you grow quick, it can also end the relationship because it is hard 
to come back from feeling insecure, jealous, and full of rage. If that comes at you, it’s hard to come back 
from the wrath of Kali. 
 
So what we tell our students is that we advocate simplicity, because you can go to great depths. If your 
belief system allows for more love, indeed the techniques and the practices of more harmony and more 
love will assist that. It can be an extraordinary experience, when you share all chakras with someone; it is 
a much deeper communion and friendship. You can have friendship just based on, “ We have the same 
spiritual beliefs, the same intellect, we are good communicators, our hearts are open, and we have 
security needs that are fulfilled.” These are all chakras, but when you merge that second chakra all of 
them tend to bond and the potential to have great life long friendships, even if you are no longer making 
love with that person is phenomenal. I still make love to women who I was lovers with when I was 16. 
When I’m in NY, I can call her up and we get together. She comes to Hawaii, we get together, we spend 
five days together, and it is like the love is still all there. 
 

Intimacy and Jealousy 

 
Kute: How does your wife deal with this? That is a very free place to be. I am not sure that I could handle 
that! 
 
Charles: Free is the right word. If we can be free from jealousy, and insecurity that is great freedom. 
Instead of brain chemicals of rage and jealousy that the brain releases based on our conditioning, it 
releases other neural-peptides and those are the emotions we feel. The brain can learn to release other 
neural peptides, “I’m happy my beloved is loving now, look they are coming and bringing that to me now.” 
That is a shift of not being owned by negative emotions, instead having a sense of joy, whatever the 
antithesis, the opposite of the standard of “This is how I should feel when my beloved loves anyone.” It is 
limited and perhaps unrealistic to say “I’m only going to love one person, for my whole life.” 
 
It happens that most marriages end because of sexual difficulties or cheating. So we may need to look at 
the possibility of how to deal with that, if it does happen. Perhaps have some sort of plan. Maybe it won’t 
end the relationship and things can be worked out. 
 
Kute: Do you ever get jealous? It is hard for me to imagine. 
 
Charles: There have been three times in our marriage where suddenly Caroline was off and there was 
her energy with another person. At one time, she wanted six months to be with a guy and see where it 
could go. 
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Kute: And you felt no jealousy? 
 
Charles: Not jealousy, but I had feelings, which I controlled. When I came to the house and saw his car 
there, and realized “ Oh my God he is not leaving, he is spending the night!” I can remember putting a 
couple of nails under his tire and then taking them away! I remember one time when she fell in love with 
her personal trainer and I humbled myself and worked out with this guy. If he was valuable to her, I 
wanted to know why and I wanted at least to be connected. So I’ve worked with my jealousy, which totally 
ran me when I was a young man. I once hit a cement wall, breaking my knuckles, out of rage. Then later 
in life being with uncontrollably jealous women, who ran her jealousy with me, like “ If you go to lunch with 
another woman that is cheating.” I realized that is ‘icky.’ Then finally I felt my own jealousy and realized “I 
don’t want to have this feeling anymore”. There is a choice, I can be at peace here, because love being 
limitless, it doesn’t take away. 
 
Kute: Yes, I agree. Coming from a more traditional perspective myself, what amazes me is that; here you 
both are still together. The stuff that you have shared would break up so many relationships. 
 
Charles: We took a relationship sabbatical two years ago. When you are married for a while, it is like your 
psychic umbilical cords get connected to each other. “We are a couple, my energy and your energy.” 
When you take a little time off, you get to own your own sense of who you are again. Then when you 
come back and you decide which of these bonds you want to continue and which of them were 
codependent and unhealthy, that you don’t want to do it that way any more. So it is all a learning 
experience. Treating each other as best friends and teaching together better then ever continues to thrill 
us. 
 
I don’t recommend this path. Being teachers of this art form, it was necessary for us to be on the cutting 
edge, to continue to learn. Different people provide you with different energies, and different challenges. 
 

How Do You Want to Be Remembered? 

 
Kute: How do you want to be remembered? 
 
Charles: Pioneer of sexual love, great father, husband, teacher, lover, always did the best he could. 
 
Kute: Beautiful. Are there any action steps that you could give, so that the reader could put into practice 
what you have been saying? 
 
Charles: Firstly, I would suggest that they visit and have several sessions with a Dakini, a Certified Tantra 
Educator. That will take them to a new level. It will provide actual experience and if they are a couple to 
do that together. Secondly, seek out education, books, videos, and realize that as you go through life you 
will only become better at the art of conscious loving, if you study and practice. 
 
Kute: Awesome. It was great spending time with you. 
 
Charles: My pleasure. 
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The Beginner’s Weekend 

 
[in this personal report, reprinted with permission from http://sourcetantra.com, a woman 
describes her experience of the Tantra Beginner’s Weekend Workshop. She identifies herself 
only as “a beginner”, and it should be kept in mind that every person’s experience of attend the 
Tantra Beginner’s Weekend Workshop is completely different. Editor’s note – Having been 
present at several of these events, I must report that I have now heard hundreds of astonished 
men and woman reporting with delight their surprised discovery after the first night of 
“homework.” Your experience will be unique, but I’ll guarantee you one thing … what you learn 
will be something new … and delightful.] 
 

All I Wanted … 

 
All I wanted was a break from my seemingly endless kitchen remodel.  
 
After three consecutive weekends of sanding drywall and priming trim, I’d had enough. So, at the very last 
minute, I signed up for an introductory Tantra workshop. Something different -- this would definitely be it. 
 
Being uncoupled at the time, I signed up alone, something I might have been uncomfortable with if I’d had 
more time to think about it, but -- I didn't. Last-minute decisions have their advantages. 
 

Saturday Night 

 
After a couple of days of classwork, it’s suddenly Saturday night. 
 
We form a circle to choose our partners for the sacred-spot massage.  
 
The men sit cross legged on the outside, eyes closed; the women circle slowly, then choose a man. I 
kneel in front of Tom and take his hand. We’ve spoken very little, but I feel an instinctive trust towards 
him. Simply put, he feels like a good man. I hear some whispering behind, and another woman, Sara, 
joins us. Okay. This will be different than how I pictured it. I release my expectations of how the evening 
will be. For good measure, I decide to give up all expectations. 
 
The three of us arrange the how and where of things, and go off together into the night, slightly giddy at 
the prospect of spending the evening with not one but two strangers. Waiting in front of the hotel for Sara 
to get her things, Tom asks how I am feeling. Okay, I say. Not nervous. Just open. I am prepared to have 
my mind blown, I tell him. 
 

At Tom’s House 

 
We go to Tom’s house and eventually make our way upstairs. There are rose petals on the bed, and 
candles lighting the spacious bedroom. Sitting on the floor, we breathe together, hold hands, set our 
intention. Tom sets out a picture he says means much to him: a burning heart engulfed by flames. The 
week before I’d dreamed of a beautiful necklace, and a man showing me one particular image on it: the 
Hindu deity Hanuman, kneeling, his heart ripped open, exposed. The quintessence of devotion. 
 
Sara is nervous. I will go first. I lie on the bed, Tom sits next to me. He touches me lightly all over. We 
start to feel each other’s energy. He asks permission to untie my sarong. He asks permission to touch my 
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yoni. He asks permission to enter me with his fingers. He begins to press me, lightly, sensitively, from the 
inside. Quivers of energy begin to undulate through my body, moving outward like ripples on the surface 
of a pond. I am attuned, waiting, open. The energy pools and plays in my body, without me doing 
anything at all. My job is just to lie there and receive it. Such a lovely gift, this alone, to be released into 
pure receptivity. 
 

Something Starts Happening. Something Big. 

 
The subtle energy turns into waves, bigger and bigger sensations that just keep coming. I begin laughing 
uncontrollably as I feel the subtle orgasmic energy in my legs and feet. Laughter pushes out through the 
sole of my left foot, extending beyond the boundaries of my body in an energetic arc. A rhythm begins to 
develop: the energy moves in sets, the way waves do, building to a release, then receding, only to build 
slowly again. Tom is a master at reading the precise type of presence and stimulation I need. Every time I 
open my eyes I see him looking at my face, attuned to every nuance, every detail. I take such comfort in 
his constant, steady presence. He doesn't shift, doesn't fidget, just sits there and touches me, steadily, 
nonstop, the way no man has ever touched me before. I soak up his solid masculine presence, as stable 
as a mountain. 
 
Wave after wave of energy moves through my body, building to climaxes that are unlike any orgasm I’ve 
ever known – bigger, yet lighter; more subtle, more profound. The energy builds until I weep, feeling both 
the huge relief of being touched like this, so intimately and tenderly, in a way I always knew was possible 
-- mixed with anguish at having to wait so fucking long, all of my 47 years, for this to take place. It’s 
bittersweet, I tell him, a depth of feeling too complex to fully articulate. 
 
More ripples, as the energy moves through my upper body and out the top of my head. I feel like a 
musical instrument that’s been tuned and is now being played for real. The orgasmic energy surges more 
strongly, opening after opening. It’s subtler and lighter than my usual orgasms, but seemingly endless – 
on and on and on. I have a feeling it could go on endlessly, that another wave will come, for as long as I 
breathe. 
 

Introduction to Timeless  

 
This is timeless space, space less time. We are all dancing in this realm. I feel an opening around my 
navel, even deeper than I’ve ever felt before, yet somehow higher, and then a sense of spaciousness that 
stays through the waves. “Yes, yes,” I keep saying, and every time I look at Tom, he’s nodding assent in 
time with my yesses, as I move into deeper and deeper space. I am dancing to this hidden yet heard 
rhythm, an inner pulsation that comes as opening after opening into boundless, endless space. 
 
And it just keeps coming (and so do I), on and on, moving into new areas of my body. I can feel the gates 
opening within my body, the waves getting bigger. It’s more subtle than my usual one-off orgasms, but 
definitely more prolonged. As long as I'm breathing, I'm coming. And every time I look, Tom is just sitting 
there touching me in this incredible way, watching me so intently, and Sara is holding my feet, and it feels 
like music moving through me, I'm being played by a master. We three are a circuit in some way. 
 
It’s difficult to find the words to describe this, because it’s not a linear process -- more like dream time. But 
in the hours that follow, I flash on how we’ve tapped into the effortless river of shakti that's always flowing 
beneath the surface of physical form. And I realize, with a shock, the endlessness of this gift that’s always 
there. Grace. Blessings. Effortless bliss. Unfolding after unfolding. 
 

The Meaning of Tantra 
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A few days later, I read something that finally made sense -- how the root of the word tantra is tan, ‘to 
weave,’ referring to the continuity of experience. I've heard that before. But I finally, finally got what that 
means -- the seamless ness of the waves that rise in this place; how everything is cut from the same 
cloth, an all-extensive continuity. It was a revelation akin to a key sliding into a lock and clicking, and the 
door swings wide open. 
 
I see also the commitment to making love, literally making it, pulling it out of thin air, creating it. Charles 
and Leah demonstrating on Saturday how love can be generated out of tiredness, passion ignited out of 
routine. Creating it right there on the spot in front of us. Realizing how it can be a commitment, a joyful 
one, but a practice nonetheless. A duty, a responsibility, to check in with your partner, to make the time 
for it. Spending ten minutes together to generate joy and interest so that the deeper energy that we all so 
need can flow. Plugging into shakti, that river that’s always flowing. 
 
How big is big?, Charles keeps asking all weekend, a question that has no answer. 
 
The feelings expand into the days that follow. I keep on riding those waves that roll in, in big, lazy 
timeless arcs. Thursday is the first day in two weeks where I have nothing scheduled, no commitments to 
keep. It’s a blissfully perfect spring day. I watch the white blossoms from the flowering cherry trees drift 
down like snow. The breeze carries the scent of lilacs and fresh grass. It’s full spring. Everywhere I look 
are flowers totally surrendered into full bloom, giving themselves up utterly. All day long I feel those big 
waves moving through me, and I surrender to them, again and again. And again. Endless. It never ends. 
 
That river is always there. 
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Preparing for the “Tantra – Sex and Spirituality” Event 

 
Here is your homework – 

Take pencil and paper, and write down the following … 

1. Your earliest true sexual experience. Was it exciting? How was it good? How was it less than 
wonderful? What had you hoped for? What did you discover? What changed in you? 

2. What do you now imagine sex could be? 

3. Take a little time to let your mind run free, free of what you know, and imagine for a moment, that 
somewhere in time, some men and women actually discovered something about sex and 
intimacy, something wonderful about how ordinary sexual energy could be transform itself into 
something … more. Wouldn’t that be delighted? 

4. Now imagine that tomorrow a parcel arrives for you in the mail, and you open it and discover a 
wrapped present. You set it upon a table, and untie the bow, and the ribbon falls away, and all by 
itself the box opens up, slowly like a flower, and a shining radiance rises from the open box, and it 
touches you. It grows and it touches your body and envelops your entire body, and you feel an 
incredible new set of sensations like nothing you’ve known before, and then … 

5. Would you like to explore a possibility like that? 

6. What would you like to have different in your life, now? 

 

Bring your comments and experience to the Tantra – Sex and Spirituality event. You’ll not have to share 
it, but we’re going to go over these ideas with additional information that will help you to see, ever more 
clearly, how the divine sexual connection that God built into our wonderful bodies is nothing less than 
divine love, awaiting to open, and all you need to know is how to untie the ribbon. 
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Useful Resources 

The following links to online resources may be of interest – 

 

Source School of Tantra Yoga (Charles Muir) 

http://sourcetantra.com 

 

Tantra Yoga Online (source school articles and features) 

http://tantrayogaonline.com 

 

TantraShasta (in development: Tantra yoga resources in Siskiyou County) 

http://tantrashasta.com 

 

TantraFinder (in development: how to find a Tantra yoga Daka (male) or Dakini (female) practitioner 

http://tantrafinder.com 

 

How to Tune a Human (articles on mind and magic) 

http://howtotuneahuman.com 

 

Adventures of Bloggard (the author’s weblog, over 400 ‘micro-stories’, many humorous) 

http://bloggard.com 

 

Mobius Megatar and ZenTapper (a new concept in electric guitars, played by touch like a piano) 

http://megatar.com 

http://zentapper.com 
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How to Contact Us 

The “Tantra – Sex and Spirituality” event is presented by the Clarity and Focus Group of Mount Shasta, 
California. 

This is an introductory event, to provide more information about what Tantra Yoga is, and what it can do 
to transform relationship and to answer the Third Question of Love: “How do you make love last?” 

In this event there is no nudity, and we’ll use decent language, but children are not advised. 

If you have questions about this event, or to pre-reserve your seat at our events to make sure that you get 
a seat, then please contact us directly. 

Here’s how to contact Arthur Cronos and the Clarity and Focus Group – 

• By Telephone: 
(530) 938-1100 
 

• By Mail: 
The Clarity and Focus Group 
Administrative Office 
1445 Ieka Street 
Weed, CA 96094 USA 
 

• Note: Counseling Office Location 
The Clarity and Focus Group 
210-A Castle Street 
Mt. Shasta, CA 
 

• Our Website (all event details are found on the ‘Events’ page) 
http://beinghappytoday.com 
 

• By Email 
newlife@beinghappytoday.com 

Sincerely yours, 

Arthur Cronos, for the Clarity and Focus Group of Mount Shasta 
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